Multipath routing can provide multiple paths for routing packets, which is considered to be effective in improving the network service availability. However, the existing multipath algorithms have high computation complexity. Therefore, we propose an efficient multipath routing algorithm. The complexity of the algorithm is nearly the same as computing a shortest path tree, so the deployment will bring only little overhead. The algorithm is evaluated in a wide space of relevant topologies, both real and synthetic, and the simulation results show that it can achieve good reliability performance.
INTRODUCTION
In a conventional shortest path based routing scheme, when a packet is to be transmitted from a node s to the destination d, s will choose its next hop along the shortest path towards d, so does every node along that path. When a link on the shortest path fails, packets will be lost before the link recovers or the routing system converges again. In multipath routing, however, several next hops are computed at each node and can be used to switch the packet off the shortest path when a link fails, so that packet lost can be avoided, or at least alleviated.
However, nodes in a network have to follow some implicit or explicit orders so that no loop will be introduced in the forwarding path. Since the nodes are distributed entities, they either need to construct the same logically centralized global view of the network, or have to exchange their own views of the network. In shortest path based routing algorithms, the costs of the nodes to the destination constitute a global order, corresponding to a shortest path tree (SPT) rooted at the destination node. The algorithms may differ in how the costs are explicated computed. For example, a node running a link state protocol like OSPF only constructs a SPT rooted at itself to derive its costs to all other destinations, while a distance vector algorithm must be run independently for each destination to compute the costs.
We propose a tree based algorithm to help a node to compute multiple next hops for a destination. The complexity of our algorithm is nearly the same as building a bread first tree. We evaluate the performance of our algorithms using both real and synthetic topologies.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
We define a partial order for routers in a network as the basis for building loop-free paths, where hop count is incorporated for better network resource utilization.
Based on the partial order, we design a tree based loop-free multipath routing algorithm with low complexity and good performance.
We evaluate the proposed algorithm.
RELATED WORKS
Equal-cost multi-path (ECMP) allows packets to be forwarder along multiple paths of equal costs, which can be adjusted by network operators. Multiple Path Algorithm (MPA) allows any neighbor of a router with a lower cost to the destination than the router itself as its next hop. The algorithm is further extended to a scheme called Deflection Rule, where routers can independently deflect packets according to some deflection rules, and traffic can be forwarded on any path that makes certain progress towards the destination (Moy, 1998; Narvaez, Siu and Tzeng, 1999; Yang and Wetherall, 2006) .
Multi-topology routing has been provided by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), where routes are pre-computed based on backup topologies tailored for specific failures, either by removing the corresponding edges or by setting high costs on them (Apostolopoulos, 2006; Gjessing, 2006; Przygienda, Sagl and Shen, 2008; Psenak, Mirtorabi, Roy, Nguen and Pillay-Esnault,2005) .
ALGORITHMSFOR MULTIPLE NEXT HOPS

Algorithm
We model a network as an undirected and weighted graphG=(V,E), where V and E denote the set of nodes and edges respectively. LC(v i ,v j ) be the direct link cost from node v i to node v j , where LC(v i ,v j )=∞ if they are not neighbors. Besides, let Cost v i (v j ) be the cost of the shortest distance from v i to v j , Neighbor(v i ) be the set of neighbors of v i , and ID(v i ) be the Router ID of v i . Let Sequence d (v i ) be the sequence number which records the order of the nodev i being added to a shortest path tree rooted at d, T d .
The main idea of our tree based multipath routing algorithms is that: every node construct a tree with the root v i . For any destination v j , we can get parts of the Sequence v j (v i ) and Sequence v j (Neighbor(v i )) in the process of constructing tree. So the node v i can get next hops to all the destinations. and Sequence s (v i ) be the sequence of the node v i added to the tree. Now we will describe how to construct MBFT tree. Suppose the node is the root of the MBFT tree, let P s (v i ) be the parent of the v i , P s (s) does not exist, H s (v i ) be the hops form to v i , H_s (s)=0, and Sequence s (v i ) be the sequence of the node v i added to the tree.
We will construct the MBFT tree as follows, suppose the node s is the root of the tree, the node s will be added to the tree first, for all the remaining nodes v i , v i ≠s are added to the shortest path tree according to the following ways:
(1) for each unvisited node v i , select its tentative parent and compute its tentative hop, the parent is one enable the node v i with the least hop, if there are two more nodes enable the node v i with the least hop, select the node with the lowest Sequence s (v j ) as its parent.
(2) if there is only one node with the least hop, select the node added to the tree and set the node v i as visited.
(3) if there are two more nodes have the same least hop and the different direct link distance with the same parent, the node v i with lowest direct link distance will be added to the tree first and set the node v i as visited.
(4) if there are two more nodes has the same least hop and direct link distance with the same parent, the node v i with lowest Router ID will be added to the tree first and set the node v i as visited.
(5) if there are two more nodes have the same least hop with the different parent, select the node v i with lowest Sequence s (P s (v i )) add to the tree first and set the node v i as visited.
We use Visited[Neighbor(v i )] to indicate the v i 's visited neighbor set.
Definition 2. If one of the conditions satisfy in MBFT, Sequence v i (s)>Sequence v i (BNH s (v j )), so s can select BNH s (v j ) as the next hop to v i , the paths forms to v i will be loop-free.
1
ID(v j )<ID(set(v i ))),set(v i ) is the set of 's visited neighbors with the same direct link cost as LC(v i ,v j ), v j ∉set(v i )
Proof of Correctness
Theorem 1. For any node , if Sequence d (s)>Sequence d (v i ) and v i ∈Neighbor(s), if we add node v i to NH s (d), the path from the source s to the destination d will be loop-free.
Proof. Intuitively, Theorem 1 is correct because the sequence to a destination at each node is strictly decreasing, and will eventually become zero. Hence each node in the sequence must correspond to a different node so that the path is loop-free.
Theorem 2. For any node v i and v j , H s (v i )>H s (v j ) and v j ∈Neighbor(v i ) , if we add BNH s (v j ) to NexHop s (v i ), the path from the source s to the destination v i will be loop-free.
Proof. (1) and (2), we have
Sequence v j (s)>Sequence v j (BNH s (v j )) (5) Combine (4) and (5) 
we get
Sequence v i (s)>Sequence v j (BNH s (v j ))+1 (6) From (6) we have Sequence v i (s)>Sequence v i (NH s (v j )), so the Theorem 2 is right according to Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. For any node v i and v j , H s (
} ID(v j )<ID(set(v i ))) Either of the above conditions apply, if we add node BNH s (v j ) to NH s (v i ), the path from the source s to the destination v i will be loop-free.
Proof.
H s (v j )=H v j (s) (8) From (7) and (8), we have
Sequence v j (s)>Sequence v j (BNH s (v j )) (10) if the condition 1 or 2 is established , we have
Sequence v i (s)=Sequence v j (s)+1 (11) From (10) and (11) 
we get
Sequence v i (s)>Sequence v j (BNH s (v j ))+1 (12) From (12) we have Sequence v i (s)>Sequence v i (BNH s (v j )), so the Theorem 3 is right according to Theorem 1.
4.PERFORMAMCE EVALUATION
In this section, we describe our quantitative evaluation methods as well as results. We first describe the evaluation methods, then present and discuss results for our method. The evaluation will take place in a wide space of relevant topologies, both real and synthetic. The real topology includes Abilene, a US-based research and education network and Sprint which is measured ISP topology from Rocketfuel. We also use BRITE to generate some topologies (Spring, Mahajan and Wetherall, 2002; Medina, Lakhina, Matta and Byers, 2001) . We use disconnect fraction as our major evaluation for reliability, the ratio of disconnect source-destination pairs to that of total source-destination pairs when some link fail. For each link e, the probability of link failure is P e , we use a fixed P e in our simulation. In order to evaluate the reliability of our proposed algorithms, we compare the results with open shortest path first (OSPF) and Deflection Rule which allows all the neighbors of a router with a lower cost to the destination than the router itself to be used as its next hop. All of the results show the average values of disconnect fraction of 1000 random experiments. Fig. 1 shows the reliability curves for Abilene backbone network using OSPF, MBFT and Deflection Rule. In Fig. 1 , note that as P e increases, the impact of SPT becomes more significant, the disconnect fraction reaches 19.32% when P e is 0.1. MBFT has similar performance when P e is less than 0.08% . Fig. 2 presents the reliability curves for Sprint backbone network which has 52 nodes and 84 links using OSPF, MBFT and Deflection Rule. The results lead to the same conclusion as that of Abilene backbone network.
The reliability curves for different topologies using OSPF, MBFT and Deflection Rule are depicted in Fig.  3 and 4. Note that in Fig. 4 , when the topology size increases, disconnect fraction increases too. However, that of OSPF increases more rapidly than that of MBFT. When the topology size is 200, the disconnect fraction of OSPF reaches around 57% while that of MBFT stay in a reasonable range. This is because the path from source to destination will become complicated when topology size increases. When a link fails, the disconnect fraction of OSPF will increase significantly because OSPF produces only one path. However, since MBFT can produce more paths, the disconnect fractions increase slowly. Fig. 5 and 6 show the reliability curves for different average degrees using OSPF, MBFT and Deflection Rule. It can be noted that when average degree increases, disconnect fraction decline rapidly. The drop percentage of OSPF and MBFT is 41.24%, and 67.36% respectively. Despite the rapid declination of disconnect fraction, that of SPT is as high as 18.25% when the P e is 0.1.
5.CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose an efficient tree based multipath routing algorithm. The complexity of our algorithm is nearly the same as building a breadth first tree. Our algorithm provides good performance in increasing the network reliability as shown by our evaluation results.
